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  EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK

WELCOME

Welcome
The employee handbook is provided to you to inform you of American Tees company policies and let you know what is
expected of you as an employee at American Tees.  It is absolutely necessary for you to read the Handbook carefully
and discuss with management anything you have questions about.  We at American Tees are very customer oriented
and at all times need to remember that the customer is the one paying us.  If we have no customers, then none of us will
have a job.  All items contained in this handbook are to be adhered to by all employees regardless of position or length
of employment.
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Mission Statement & Daily Goals
MISSION STATEMENT

To provide top quality products in a quick turnaround environment, to the greatest benefit of the customer while
“working as unto the Lord.”

DAILY GOALS 

To make all customers feel valuable and that their order, no matter how small, is important.

Professional at all times including with co-workers

To provide the best quality product possible.

Have orders ready before their due date.

Clean work areas.

Work willingly at whatever you do, as though you were working for the Lord rather than for people.  Col. 3:23
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About Us
Here is some information about us, directly off our website.

When we first opened in March 2001, our goal was to provide great turnaround, super quality, and competitive pricing.
We never dreamed that we would have grown as much as we have! On August 20, 2015, we were finally able to open
our dream location after having two locations for over 5 years. With over 10,000 square feet of space, we are able to do
more than we could have imagined back in March, 2001. 

We advertise very little in order to keep our cost as low as possible. We have a full blown art department that can create
the design that you dream up. From 1 shirt to 100,000 shirts we can do it all. Need cups or ink pens for you company
function? We have them, and can personalize all of it with your logo. Need business cards, brochures, or carbon-less
forms? We can even handle that for you and at competitive prices.

We love churches and School projects. We like to help spread the Gospel and provide students with affordable, low
minimum Tees, hoodies and garments of all kinds so they can show off their school colors. We're here to help. We even
create the order form for you to pass out to take orders with. Go ahead, give us a call or shoot us an email! We can't
wait to show off our great service!
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Employee Statement of Commitment
American Ts, LLC

Employee Statement of Commitment

To the best of my ability I will:

Keep all orders/customers information confidential and not discuss them outside American Tees.

Refrain from gossip, slander and bias or judgmental opinions and actions that weaken and deteriorate the work and
development of my supervisors, co-workers and customers.

Respect my co-workers, supervisors and customers.

Maintain high standards of professional personal conduct as a representative of American Tees.

Be open to new ideas and be willing to learn from the suggestions of supervisors.

Continue to learn, grow and contribute to American Tees.

Separate copy to be signed and placed in employee personnel file.
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Employment at Will/Employee Acknowledgement
EMPLOYMENT AT WILL

The policies incorporated in the handbook are for the information of American Ts, LLC and are intended as guidelines
only, and are subject to change at the sole discretion of American Ts, LLC.

The handbook should not, under any circumstances, be construed as, and does not constitute, a contract, expressed or
implied, or a guarantee of employment for any specific duration. We hope that your employment relationship with us is
long term.  Either you or American Ts, LLC, may terminate this relationship at any time, for any reason, with or without
cause or notice.

Please understand that no Supervisor or representative of American Ts, LLC has the authority to enter into any
agreement with you for employment for any specified period of time or to make any promises or commitments
contrary to any information contained in the handbook.

EMPLOYEE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

This is to acknowledge that I have read and fully understand the guidelines governing my employment with American
Ts, LLC.  I understand and agree that the handbook is not a contract of employment between myself and American Ts,
LLC and that I should not view it as such.  Additionally, my employment is for no definite period and may, regardless of
the time and the manner of payment of my wages and salary, be terminated without any previous notice.

Further, I understand that American Ts, LLC reserves the right to modify the handbook or amend or terminate any
policies, procedures, or employee benefit programs.  If I have any questions or do not understand information
contained in the handbook, I will consult HR.

________________________________                        __________________

Employee Signature                          Date

Separate copy to be signed and placed in employee personnel file.
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Standards & Expectations
Responsiveness
Observe and listen to the customer.  Respond to their needs in a courteous, caring professional manner.  Offer ideas, do
not be offended if they do not take them.

Teamwork
Recognize that each of us is a member of at least one or more teams at American Ts, LLC.  Besides the daily tasks for
which we are responsible, part of our job is to help make our team, or teammates, our supervisors and American Ts, LLC
succeed.  Also, it is crucial for the smooth operation of our company that no employees engage in talk about another
employee or customer that could put American Ts, LLC into a compromising position.

Seek Solutions
We expect all employees to take the initiative to solve problems.  Look for a way to make it work, not for all the ways it
will not work.  It is much more beneficial to the team and to an employee’s career to present solutions to problems
rather than to just identify the problem.

Responsibility
We expect all employees to focus on productive teamwork and solutions, not individual gain and blame.  Focusing on
who is at fault wastes valuable time and is destructive to team efforts.  Solving the problem is the accomplishment
worth recognizing.

Preparation
Each of us is expected to be prepared and to take responsibility in learning all aspects of the job in addition to how it
relates to co-workers and other departments’ responsibilities.  Therefore, you are expected to read memos and
materials, follow instructions, prepare for meetings, and provide input as needed.  Each of us must take initiative in the
above

Cooperation
Each of us must work to establish a “win-win” atmosphere with all co- workers.  We look for solutions to problems, not
blame.  We cooperate with other employees and respect their time and needs.  We always put our department goals
ahead of our individual goals.

Ethics
No employee should knowingly violate local, state or federal regulations.  To do so places American Ts, LLC and the
employee in a vulnerable position and may tarnish the integrity established by both the employee and American Ts,
LLC.

Attendance
Timely and regular attendance is crucial to the smooth operation of American Ts, LLC.  Unexpected absences or
tardiness lessens our abilities to meet our customers’ deadlines. Planned time off should be arranged in advance by
requesting time off on the When I Work app.

Performance
To maximize performance levels, employees must promptly report to their Supervisor, in writing when possible, any
conditions or circumstances which prevent them from effectively performing or completing their assigned tasks.
 Likewise, unclear instruction or procedures should be brought to the attention of the Supervisor for clarification.
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SECTION 1: EMPLOYMENT POLICIES

I-A APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT
I-A      APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT

All employees and applicants are required to complete an American Ts, LLC application for employment at or before
the time of hire.  Falsifying an application is grounds for termination. If American Ts, LLC discovers at or after time of hire,
that your credentials or any significant information was misrepresented, you may be terminated immediately.  Likewise,
if your resume gives false or misleading information, you may be terminated immediately.
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I-B BUSINESS CONDUCT POLICY
I-B  BUSINESS CONDUCT POLICY

It is American Tees’ policy to comply with all domestic and foreign laws, and to behave in an ethical manner.  No
American Tees employee may engage in any transaction on behalf of American Tees which would violate any
applicable law or the ethical standards set forth in this policy.

When an employee is faced with a work related ethical problem for which this policy does not provide an answer, the
employee should ask him or herself:  If my associates, family or friends were to look closely at my decision, would I be
concerned about the decision?  If you have any questions please ask your supervisor immediately.
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I-C EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
I-C EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

It is the policy of American Ts to provide fair and equitable job opportunities for all employees and applicants for
employment.  To ensure this, we have adopted the following policy:

We at American Ts, LLC will recruit, select, train, promote, transfer, terminate, layoff, recall and compensate all persons
without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, veteran status, or any other status protected by
law.  In addition, American Ts, LLC will ensure that all employment decisions such as compensations, benefits, lay off,
recall, company sponsored training, education, education assistance, and recreational programs are administered
without regard to race, color, sex, national origin, age, disability, or veteran status.

Any employee who feels that he or she has experienced discrimination must report the incident immediately to his or
her supervisor.   If this is not appropriate, the incident must be reported to the next level of management or the owner.
 Any Supervisor receiving a complaint of discrimination must notify the owner immediately.  An investigation will be
conducted, and if applicable appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including termination, will be taken.
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I-D GRIEVANCE POLICY/PROCEDURES
I-D  GRIEVANCE POLICY/PROCEDURES

Concerns, complaints or areas needing improvement should be reported, in writing, immediately to your Supervisor or
the owner.  All complaints will be taken seriously and acted upon for a resolution.  When possible the owner will get
back to you within 48 hours.
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I-E HARASSMENT POLICY
I-E HARASSMENT POLICY

American Ts, LLC will provide an environment that is free from unlawful harassment and retaliation of any kind,
including, but not limited to, that which is sexual, age related, or ethnic.  Any form of sexual harassment, including
unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature, or
otherwise offensive nature, is expressly prohibited, especially when such conduct has the purpose or effect of creating
an intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment or when submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or
implicitly a term or condition of an individual’s employment, or is used as a basis for employment decision affecting
such individuals.

Any employee who feels that he or she has been a victim of harassment must report the incident immediately to his or
her Supervisor.  If this is not appropriate, the incident must be reported to the next level of management or the owner.
 Any Supervisor receiving a complaint of harassment must notify the owner immediately.  An investigation will be
conducted and, if applicable, appropriate disciplinary action up to and including termination will be taken.
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I-F IMMIGRATION REFORM AND CONTROL ACT
I-F   IMMIGRATION REFORM AND CONTROL ACT

All persons hired after November 6, 1986, must submit documentation showing that they are either a citizen of the United
States or an “authorized alien”.  In addition, a government form I-9 must be completed and signed by both the
employee and the employer.  No person will suffer any form of discrimination as a result of the implementation of this
policy.  Employees must provide documentation per the I-9 regulations showing their identity and work eligibility.  This
applies to all new hires and all current employees hired after November 6, 1986.   Please see HR or your supervisor for
help with the documents you must present.
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I-G PROBATIONARY PERIOD
I-G   PROBATIONARY PERIOD

Any new employee is considered to be in their probationary period until they have completed sixty (60) consecutive
days of employment AND all necessary training and employment requirements.  The probationary period is a time for
adjustment to the new position and environment.  During this period, the new employee is evaluating the organization
and likewise, the Supervisor is evaluating the new employee’s capabilities for the position.  At any time during this
period, either party may terminate the work relationship, with or without cause.

The probationary period may be extended for additional days, if in the Supervisors opinion, additional time is necessary
to evaluate an employee’s performance.  Employees are not usually eligible for raises, any types of bonuses or benefits
during the probationary period.
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I-H PERSONNEL FILES
I-H   PERSONNEL FILES

American Ts, LLC, maintains personnel files on all current and past employees.  The information contained in these files
is confidential and only supervisory staff will have access to the files.  All active employees are allowed to review their
personnel file in the presence of a member of management.

Employees are required to keep their files current and must provide American Ts, LLC with changes to the following
information:

Legal name

Address/Telephone number

Marital Status

Number of Dependents

Drivers License Number

Emergency Notification

Social Security  Number 
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I-J RESIGNATION/TERMINATION
I-J  RESIGNATION/TERMINATION

Employees who decide to terminate their employment with American Ts, LLC are urged to notify their Supervisor at least
two weeks in advance of their intended termination.  Such notice should be given in writing to your Supervisor, as well as
verbally.  Proper notice allows American Ts, LLC to make adjustments to production flow for our customers and allows
time to find a replacement.  Sufficient and proper notice is to an employee’s advantage since employees may not be
eligible for rehire if this requirement is not met.  As mentioned elsewhere in this handbook, all employment relationships
with American Ts, LLC are on an at-will basis.  Thus, while we hope all our relationships with employees are long term
and mutually rewarding, American Ts, LLC reserves the right to terminate the employment relationship at any time for
just cause.  If no notice is given, JOB ABANDONMENT will be noted as the reason for termination and they will receive
their paycheck with the next scheduled payroll.
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I-K WORKING HOURS
I-K  WORKING HOURS

American Ts, LLC work hours differ from our open hours.  Work hours may vary from time to time depending on your
position and the production schedule.  Your supervisor will advise you of any changes in your work schedule.  We must
be adequately covered during our open hours to handle customers and phones.
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I-L WEATHER/EMERGENCIES
I-L     WEATHER/EMERGENCIES

     American Ts, LLC is open year round, with the exception of holidays listed under Section III-A Holidays.  It is not our
policy to close when local schools close, however, if the roads are too unsafe to drive on, we may open late or close
early.  Management will communicate with employees on each circumstance.

Tornados:  American Ts, LLC has an onsite in ground storm shelter.  We do not advertise that we have this, because it
has limited space.  If the sirens are going off or weather warnings are issued, we will close and lock the doors.  
Management will communicate what procedures need to be followed.
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I-M WHISTLE-BLOWERS POLICY
I-M    WHISTLE-BLOWERS POLICY

If you suspect or observe a violation of company policy, theft, hiding of mistakes, report immediately to your supervisor.
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SECTION 2: COMPENSATION POLICIES

II-A Your Salary/Wages and Raises
II-A            Your Salary/Wages and Raises

The compensation policy is to pay employees fairly for their contribution based on a system of external equity. 

Individual salaries are considered confidential information at American Ts, LLC.  Information about your salary and other
personal data for credit application purposes will be given to people outside of American Ts, LLC only with your written
approval.  Inside the organization, this information is shared only with you and your supervisor.  Employees are expected
to treat their income as confidential and respect the rights of others to the same privacy.

Raises are earned by following the program policies and procedures as outlined in the Employee Handbook, job
description and Statement of Commitment.  Employees who fail to show self-motivation in following these should not
expect a pay increase at the time of evaluation.
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II-B Anniversary Date
II-B Anniversary Date

All employees establish an anniversary date on their initial date of hire.  The date of hire each subsequent year is the
anniversary date.  This date is used in determining years of service, seniority for benefits, and the timing of merit raises
and performance summaries.  
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II-C Employee Classifications
II-C                         Employee Classifications 

Full Time- An employee who is normally scheduled and regularly works 32 hours or more per week year round.

Part Time- An employee who is normally scheduled and regularly works less than 32 hours per week year round.

Temporary/Seasonal- An employee scheduled to work 40 hours or less (full or part time) but only on a temporary
basis, such as vacation fill in, holidays, ball season, or someone hired to complete a specific project in a set time
frame.
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II-D Employee Pay Classifications
II-D                       Employee Pay Classifications

All employees are further classified by how they are paid, as follows:

Salaried Exempt Employees - Certain administrative, professional, managerial positions are exempt from Wage and
Hour laws and are not entitled to receive overtime pay.  

Hourly Employees – Employees who are paid an hourly rate are covered by Wage and Hour Laws and are eligible for
overtime pay if working more than 40 hours per week.
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II-E Overtime
II-E                        Overtime

Overtime pay (one and one-half times regular pay) will be paid to all hourly employees for the actual hours worked in
excess of 40 hours in one week.  Holiday hours or any other non-working time will not be counted when computing
overtime pay.  All overtime work must receive the supervisor’s prior authorization.  

Employees are expected to work overtime when asked.
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II-F Pay Period and Payday
II-F                        Pay Period and Payday

General- All employees are paid every week, or 52 times a year.  Paychecks are only direct deposited by the end of
the day every Wednesday.  The work week starts on Sunday 12:00am and ends on Saturday at 11:59pm.  New
employees may find a delay of one pay-period until they receive their first check.  It is imperative that new employees
turn in their payroll forms quickly to be able to process payroll deposits.

It is the responsibility of the employee to make sure all hours worked are reported.

Final paycheck will be available on the normal payday or according to state regulations.  This will include all hours
due.  All American Ts, LLC property, keys, manuals, equipment, uniforms, etc. that were checked out to the employee
during his or her employment must be returned prior to final deposit being released.
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II-G Performance Summary/Training Plan
II-G                         Performance Summary/Training Plan

All Staff are to receive a written or verbal performance summary at least annually, generally at the time of their
anniversary date.  Supervisors must complete a summary form prior to the review with the employee and all items in
the summary must be discussed.  Employees, too, must come prepared to discuss their accomplishments and the
area(s) where additional development is needed.  All performance summary forms are considered confidential and the
original is kept in the employee’s file.  Both parties are required to sign the form, which doesn’t necessarily imply both
are in agreement, but rather to confirm that both parties have read and discussed the contents.
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II-H Work Schedule
II-H    Work Schedule                               

Weekly work schedules are posted at the latest by  Friday to WHEN I WORK for the following week. If you see any
discrepancies, please notify your supervisor immediately.  The work schedule is based on orders that we have in house.
 We schedule orders at least a week and half out, so it is imperative that any time off requests be turned in two weeks in
advance, if possible.  Please schedule any appointments at the beginning or end of day, if possible.
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II-I Time Sheets
II-I                                                  Time Sheets

The weekly time sheet is an official document used to compute your pay.  You can access the time clock on any
computer in the building.   You will be assigned your own log in and password to clock in/out.

You are required to clock in at the start of your shift, leaving for lunch, returning from lunch, and at the end of your
shift.

Employees will not be allowed to clock in more than five minutes before their scheduled time to start work.  If you
arrive early, you are not allowed to start work while you are off the clock or hang out and talk with current clocked-in
employees.  Exceptions to clocking in early are only by the request of the supervisor.  Working past your scheduled
leave time is not permitted unless authorized by your supervisor.  If you feel that you need additional time to
complete a job, discuss with your supervisor at least 30 minutes prior to your scheduled leave time. Supervisor will
determine if the job can be finished on the next shift or by another employee.
Employees are responsible for their own time. It is the employee’s responsibility to make sure that all hours worked
are reported. Clocking in/out for another employee may be cause for immediate termination.

If you failed to clock in/out please make a note on When I Work when you clock in/out letting your supervisor know to
fix it.

Your scheduled start time means that you are clocked in and ready to work.  It does not mean that if you are
scheduled for 8:45, you walk in the door at 8:45, clock in and THEN put your lunch up, get your breakfast, sit down and
eat or visit with other employees.  If you are waiting on equipment to start up there is always cleaning/trash that can
be done.
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SECTION 3: TIME OFF

III-A Holidays
III-A Holidays

American Ts, LLC will be closed for the following holidays:

New Years Day                               

Good Friday

Memorial Day*

Independence Day

Labor Day*

Thanksgiving* & the Friday following

Christmas* & Christmas Eve

American Ts, LLC, will be closed the actual day or the day designated by local or state government offices.  Notice will
be given in advance of our actual closing days.  Due to production schedules and demands from our customers there
may be times that this schedule may be amended.  *Paid Holidays for full time employees after probation.
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III-B Time Off/Sick Days/Dr. Appts
III-B                 Time Off/Sick Days/Dr. Appts

All staff are required to request time off through the When I Work app.  Two weeks’ notice is requested for time off and Dr.
Appointments. You will get an email when your request has been approved.
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III-C Military Leave
III-C                  Military Leave

An employee requesting military leave of absence must provide a copy of the order to his/her supervisor.  The request
will be approved, without pay, for the time indicated on the military certificate.

Reserve and National Guard  The employee must report back to work on his/her next regularly scheduled work-shift
after the expiration of the last calendar day necessary for travel from military training.

Initial Reserve Duty The employee must report back to work within 31 days after the expiration of the last calendar day
of military training.  The employee must notify his/her supervisor of the designated date.

Full Duty The employee must re-apply for employment within 90 days after the expiration of active duty.
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III-D Workers Compensation
III-D                                   Workers Compensation

If an employee is injured on the job and injury is compensable under the state’s workers compensation laws, the
employee may be eligible for a worker’s compensation leave of absence.  If hurt on the job, the employee MUST notify
their supervisor or owner immediately.

Employee Eligibility:  All employees, regardless of length of service, may be eligible for a Worker’s Compensation Leave,
as long as the injury is compensable under the state’s workers compensation laws.

If an employee will be absent five or more days due to a worker’s compensation injury, the Supervisor must place the
employee on a Worker’s Compensation Leave, the leave period begins the first day the employee is absent due to injury.

 Certification:  Employees on worker’s compensation leave must provide medical certification by the health care
provider.  The length of leave is determined by the doctor and may extend past 90 days, depending upon the injury.

Employees returning to work following a worker’s compensation leave must provide the company with a fitness-for-
duty certification from the doctor before they will be allowed to return to work.  If the employee is restricted from
performing certain job duties, the doctor must certify what duties the employee can/cannot do.  If possible, American
Ts, LLC, may allow the employee to return to work on a modified duty basis.

Job Restoration after Worker’s Compensation Leave:  The Company may reinstate an employee returning from worker’s
compensation leave to the same or equivalent position with equivalent pay, benefits, and other employment terms and
conditions.  However, an employee on worker’s compensation leave does not have any greater right to reinstatement
or other benefits and conditions of employment than if the employee had been continuously employed during the
leave period.
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III-E Vacations
We know that family comes first, so we welcome you to schedule family vacations.  All we ask is a minimum of a two
week notice.  If you plan to be gone longer than a week, please give a minimum of one months notice.  For unpaid
vacations, you will request those via When I Work and us the Time Off Type as Vacation (Unpaid).

One Week (5 Days) Paid Vacation is now offered as of January 1, 2022 to classified full time employees after one full year
of employment.  

Vacation time must be used in the anniversary year after which it is earned and may not be carried over past the
employee's next anniversary date. For example, an employee with one week vacation as of his or her third-anniversary
date must use the week prior to his or her fourth-anniversary date

 

Paid Vacation days may be taken split apart or all together. 

These requests should be made via When I Work and use the Time Off Type as Vacation (Paid) with the minimum
request notice given above. 

If you plan to take more than a week off, please make two requests- One for the paid vacation and the rest of the days
for unpaid vacation so your request can be approved.
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SECTION 4: MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

IV-A CLOTHING DISCOUNTS/CUSTOM ORDERS
IV-A CLOTHING DISCOUNTS/CUSTOM ORDERS

All employees will receive 25% off all orders.  All orders must be paid for at the time of completion.  (Payroll deduction is
not an option) Discounts apply to immediate family only, those living in your home.  Items that are purchased through
fundraisers are exempt from discounts and must be purchased through the organization selling the product.  Orders
must be entered and approved by your supervisor. You are not allowed to enter your own orders.
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IV-B WORKERS COMPENSATION
IV-B WORKERS COMPENSATION

All employees are covered by the Workers Compensation insurance policy as required by the state in which they work.
 The amount of benefits payable and the duration of payment depend on the nature of your injury or illness.  In general,
however, all medical expenses incurred in connection with a work induced injury, are paid in full, and partial salary
payments are provided after you have met the state mandated waiting periods.

If you are injured or become ill on the job, you must immediately report such injury or illness to your supervisor.  This
ensures that you will get appropriate medical treatment.  Your failure to follow this procedure may result in the
appropriate reports not being filed in accordance with state laws, which may consequently jeopardize your right to
benefits in connection with the injury or illness.
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IV-C SOCIAL SECURITY
IV-C   SOCIAL SECURITY

American Ts, LLC, contributes a federally designated amount to each employee’s deduction for Social Security (FICA)
and Medicare.  The rate of deduction for Social Security taxes is based on a percent of wages up to a minimum level.  
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IV-D RETURN FROM SICK/SURGERY
IV-D RETURN FROM SICK/SURGERY

An employee who misses three or more consecutive days due to illness or other medical reason or who has had any
type of surgery may be required to provide a medical release from a licensed physician prior to returning to work.
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SECTION 5: EMPLOYEE CONDUCT

V-A OUR CUSTOMERS
V-A   OUR CUSTOMERS

Each of us represent American Tees to our customers and the general public who put their trust in us.  The way we do
our jobs, drive our vehicles, talk on the phone and conduct ourselves, all of this forms an image of our entire
organization in the eyes of our customers.  Our customers judge us by how we treat them.  To this end, our appearance,
our manners, the way we take the order, the warmth of our voice on the telephone, the way we listen is a reflection not
only of ourselves individually, but of American Tees
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V-B APPEARANCE AND DRESS CODE
V-B APPEARANCE AND DRESS CODE

Neatness, cleanliness, a warm smile and good grooming are necessary in dealing with the public.  The goal is that each
of us conduct and present ourselves in a manner which leaves our customers with a good feeling that we are able to
handle their order.

The daily/typical dress code should be an American Tees shirt, Jeans, Khakis, or denim or khaki shorts, and tennis
shoes.
Staff are supplied with business professional company shirts that are  required to be worn daily.

 Business professional is characterized by conservative and non-revealing attire, nice jeans and shorts are allowed in
modest length. (if we feel your shorts are too short to be working with the customers, we will discuss with you) 

Closed toed shoes are required, i.e. work shoes or athletic shoes.

Clothing must be in good condition, free from holes or stains.

Bra straps, panties or other underwear must not show through or around clothing

Heels or high soled shoes are not allowed.

Midriffs, cleavage, backsides, or other similar body parts are to be covered

Hair must be clean, combed and neatly styled or pinned up.

Jewelry must be appropriate for the workplace.

Jackets or sweaters may be worn blank or with American Tees logo.

Tattoos and body piercings, if deemed inappropriate by management, may be asked to be covered.

Leggings, joggers, sweatpants, pajama pants, swim shorts/swimwear, gym shorts are not allowed.

Caps/Hats may be worn but must have an Approved American Tees logo on it.

Screen Printing Staff will be supplied work pants and/or shorts & Customer Service Staff will be supplied business
casual tops annually. Staff will get 1 item per day of the week they work (IE, work 3 days per week, get 3 pairs of
pants free) Employees are to place the order themselves via our company apparel site
at www.employees.americants.shop  .  

Twice per year the printed apparel section will be available for pre-orders with a $50 credit to use per employee. These
will be made available on the employee website as well. 

We have companies, current and prospective clients as well as current and prospective vendors coming through
our doors at all times, please look professional at all times.
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V-C PERSONAL ATTENDANCE AND PUNCTUALITY
V-C        PERSONAL ATTENDANCE AND PUNCTUALITY

Employees who cannot report to work due to illness or other reason are required to directly notify their supervisor each
day they will not be attending work, at least two (2) hours prior to the scheduled work time, unless prior arrangements
have been made.  If you leave a voice, text message, or Line on your supervisor’s phone and do not get a response you
must contact your supervisor at the store during open hours as soon as the store opens.

Employees who are not present for work at the scheduled and appointed time and who have not given proper notice to
the supervisor will be considered as having abandoned their job and, therefore having voluntarily resigned.

Employees who do not show up for work after calling in to work for reasons other than extreme illness and were not
given the day off will be considered to have abandoned their job and, therefore, having voluntarily resigned.  The
supervisor will formally note the resignation and the employee will receive their final paycheck on the next scheduled
payroll after all American Tees belongings have been returned.

Tardiness will be counted against your record for anything over 5 minutes.

Habitual tardiness and excessive absenteeism are grounds for termination.
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V-D CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
V-D  CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

American Tees employees are exposed to information concerning orders that must be held in strictest confidence.  Any
confidential information concerning a customer MUST not be discussed with anyone, unless it is with your supervisor or
with others that need to know to be able to get the order produced.  Examples of this would be payment information,
finances of the customer, phone, address, and credit card numbers.  We do not keep customer credit card numbers on
file as a rule.  Exceptions to this have been made but must have the appropriate paperwork completed and be
approved by management, which is rare.

Any employee who discloses confidential information or non-confidential business information may be subject to
termination.
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V-E CORRECTIVE ACTION
V-E CORRECTIVE ACTION

American Tees uses a point system to document corrective action steps that are being taken, to calculate raises and if
an employee should be terminated.

A Maximum of 5 points can be accumulated for an employee.  If 5 points are occur within 12 months, an employee can
expect to be terminated.  

Written warnings can be expected when an employee accumulates 2 points and again at 4.  An employee may be
terminated if 5 points are accumulated. However, an employee acquiring 3 or more points during the probationary
period may be terminated without acquiring further points.

 A point will be given for the following:

Late without 24 hour prior approval from the supervisor of 5 minutes or more
1-4 minutes late from shift start will be calculated as one point after 3 occurrences

Leaving early without 24 hour prior approval from the supervisor
Failure to follow Company Policies, Procedures & Handbook

If you are concerned about having acquired points, check with your supervisor.

Immediate Termination will occur for:

Disrespecting fellow employees, supervisors or customers
Mistakes over $1,000 due to not following company policies, procedures, and/or handbook.
Theft, Lying, and/or Hiding of Mistakes

At American Tees, we train our supervisors to handle everything immediately and as it happens (Or as soon as the
employee is clocked in again).  Our goal is to handle things quickly and swiftly and notify you when you are doing good
as well as when you are not meeting the supervisor's expectations. Our goal as management is that you should never
be surprised if the time comes for corrective action or termination.
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V-G LUNCH BREAK
V-G    LUNCH BREAK

Employees who work a continuous six hour shift will be scheduled a mandatory hour lunch break.  Employees receiving
an unpaid lunch break must be free to have an undisturbed lunch and be free to leave the premises for their own
purposes for the duration of the lunch break. 

LOCATION OF LUNCH BREAKS:
Scheduled lunch breaks may be taken in the staff break room with the door closed or you may leave the premises, you
are not allowed to take your break in any production area where other staff members are working.  Do not disturb
those employees that are currently on the clock and working.  American Tees supplies a break room with: refrigerator,
microwave, toaster oven and coffee pot.   IF you choose to use the break room you are expected to clean up after
yourself ie; microwave, toaster oven, tables, sink, counter and refrigerator.  Dishes left in the sink will be thrown away no
questions asked. Limited supplies of paper products, salt/pepper, condiments are supplied please use wisely. 

Meals are not to be eaten at your work area for any reason, please use YOUR time outside of paid hours to eat your
meals (IE, Breakfast, Lunch)
Light snacks may be eaten at your work area that are not messy, ie crackers, chips, small candies etc. (REMINDER:
Do not eat greasy or messy foods that will stain the clothing you are working with, should you desire to eat those
foods, use your 5 min break and step away from your work area to do so).
Drinks may be at your work area as long as it has a lid.
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V-H BREAKS
V-H    BREAKS

The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) does not require employees to be given rest breaks.   Each employee will be allowed
to take two 5 minute paid breaks, one before lunch and one after lunch.  These breaks are to be taken away from your
work area as well as other work areas.  These breaks will need to be coordinated with co-workers so as to not to
interfere with our customers or work flow.  Only one person in a department or area may take a break at a time.  If
breaks are found to be abused, they will be eliminated for everyone. 

 

Meals are not to be eaten at your work area for any reason, please use your time outside of paid hours to eat your
meals (IE, Breakfast, Lunch)
Light snacks may be eaten at your work area that are not messy, ie crackers, chips, small candies etc. (REMINDER:
Do not eat greasy or messy foods that will stain the clothing you are working with, should you desire to eat those
foods, use your 5 min break and step away from your work area to do so).

Drinks may be at your work area as long as it has a lid.
  An HONOR SNACK system is available in the break room.  Please pay the small amount asked for the snacks, this is set
up for convenience to everyone and American Tees does not make a profit, what we pay is close to what we charge.  If
this convenience is abused this will be removed.  These items can be paid for via Cash App or cash in the bank bag.
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V-I SMOKING POLICY
V-I  SMOKING POLICY

American Tees is a smoke free workplace.  If you are a smoker you may take your 5 minute breaks to smoke.  This may
be done outside the building away from all entrances and customer areas.  Smoking may be done in the back parking
lot away from the door. Please dispose of cigarette butts, do not throw them on the ground.
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V-J ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT
V-J   ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT

Occasionally, employees may decide to take a second job in addition to their employment with American Tees.

American Tees may determine that an employee’s second job is interfering with their position with American Tees.
 Factors that may be taken into consideration include the employee’s ability to work a varied schedule (including
overtime when necessary), be on time and work their scheduled hours/days, meet demands of the work schedule and
be alert around equipment for their safety and wellbeing as well as other co-workers.

If American Tees feels that the employee is not able to adequately meet the expectations of the position, the employee
may be asked to decide which job he or she is willing to commit to fully.  The purpose of this is not to inhibit the
employee’s desire or need to work elsewhere, but rather to reach a solution before having to take corrective action due
to unsatisfactory job performance because the second job interferes with the employee’s ability to perform their job
with American Tees.  If situations such as this occur and no other resolution is reached, then employees may be subject
to Corrective action, up to and including termination, based on their deteriorating ability to perform the job for which
they were hired.
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V-K EMPLOYEE PARKING
V-K   EMPLOYEE PARKING

It is good customer service to leave parking spaces open closest to the entrance.  Therefore, all employees are to park
in the back and use the North door to enter the building, or if the back parking lot is full, park in one of the four spaces in
the front parking lot closest to the road.  Cars should start at the east end of the concrete but not off into the grass and
park consecutively to the west.  If you have to park in front of the overhead that is fine if you take the last spot, be very
careful backing out due to the dumpster!  Cars parked crooked or too far from the next one will take up more spaces
than necessary and prevent adequate parking.  Please be a conscientious employee in all that you do, including
parking.
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V-L PERSONAL BELONGINGS
V-L  PERSONAL BELONGINGS

American Tees cannot be responsible for your personal property on the premises.  This includes any and all items of
personal nature, such as eyeglasses, purses, clothing, computer equipment, cameras, phones, etc.  Lockers are
available that you may keep your personal items in if you choose.
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V-M TELEPHONE USAGE/COMMUNICATION
V-M TELEPHONE USAGE/COMMUNICATION

Telephone courtesy is paramount at American Tees, because majority of contact with our customers is via the
telephone.  People judge us personally and the company by our telephone manners.  Customers warm up to a friendly
voice; just as we do when we are customers.  

Furthermore, because we conduct much of our business over the telephone, it is important that anyone who answers
the telephone for American Tees be trained in proper telephone procedures.  Please transfer calls to voicemail. If the
customer refuses to talk to voicemail, please LINE or email the message to the recipient.   DO NOT take paper messages.
 We DO NOT take orders or proof okays over the phone; we must have those in writing.

LINE app…..we use the LINE app(free texting app) to communicate with all staff. LINE is a good app but has its own issues.
It is a permanent history of conversations and shows when you have read the text.  The read status is the bad part of
the app…..if you happen to have the app open on your computer or cell to that particular conversation it will show
immediately that you have read the text.  So, if you have sent a text on LINE and it shows the person read it but they
have not replied, it is very possible they didn’t read it yet.   American Tees has LINE set up so there are groups for specific
topics, you will be added to any that your position requires.  You can log into our WIFI and download the free app and if
you work at a position that has a computer you can set it up on your computer at your workstation.

CELL PHONES  Although all of us, occasionally, need to make personal telephone calls, each employee is requested to
keep personal calls to an absolute minimum.     If you need to make a personal phone call, please take it away from
your desk and limit the calls to no more than 5 minutes (break).  If you are using your personal cell phone to use the
LINE app, please use it with discretion when you are with a customer.  Nothing is more irritating than to be at a business
and an employee is on their cell phone and it is a personal call.  They will always assume it is a personal call even if you
are using LINE to get some help!   Cell phone usage outside of break times is not allowed. 
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V-N CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
V-N  CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES

Employees may not possess, store, manufacture, buy, sell, or use alcoholic beverages or illegal drugs on American Tees
property, while in the performance of American Tees business or while representing American Tees in any capacity.  Nor
are employees to report to work, staff meetings or other American Tees work related functions with the presence of
alcohol or illegal drugs in their system at any detectable level.  Any employee violating this policy is subject to
disciplinary action, up to and including immediate termination.  American Tees reserves the right to require that an
employee submit to a drug/alcohol test if the employee’s behavior is indicative of the presence of such a substance or
an incident has occurred that may suggest the presence of such a substance.  This policy also applies to the abuse of
over-the-counter and prescription drugs.  Furthermore, American Tees reserves the right to implement random drug
testing at any time.
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V-O WEAPONS
V-O  WEAPONS

No unauthorized weapons inside the building at any time.  Please advise management if you have any type of weapon
in your car.  
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V-P MUSIC
V-P  MUSIC

Showroom music is on Spotify and there are playlists that are to be played in the showroom.  Do not add or change
without asking management.  Music in other areas may be played softly as to not to interfere with coworkers.
 Production staff may listen to streamed music or podcasts with one ear bud in only for safety reasons.  Music videos,
youtube videos or anything that requires the phone be on and open while playing are not allowed for any reason. Your
phone must be put away or in your pocket as to not be a distraction.

(Updated 2.10.22)
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V-Q Daily Procedures
Notebook: Everyone receives a blank lined notebook when they are hired.  This notebook should be used daily for notes,
such as phone call notes, meeting and huddle notes, training notes and more.  The thought process is that "If it is
important, it goes in my notebook!" If a manager gives you something to do, a task list, or notes, write them down.  This
notebook is the property of American Tees and should not leave the premises even after you are no longer employed at
American Tees.

Daily Production Time Sheets: These time sheets are required to be filled out for each person.  You are expected to fill
this out during the day as you complete each task. The production time sheet should be put in the bin outside the
management office each day.  If it is not in the bin at the end of the day, it is considered to be late. These time sheets
should not be filled out at the end of the day.  We use these important time sheets to calculate productivity, labor costs,
and raises.
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V-R Training & Your Role in the Company
All trainings are provided for you on the job.  We use Trainual* for training, meeting notes and agendas, the handbook,
safety manuals and standards, and more! You will be assigned training items to accomplish and you should work
closely with your supervisor to ensure these get done at the required times.  It is your responsibility to complete the
trainings at the listed, required, or scheduled times from your supervisor. 

You are responsible each day for different things, such as checking certain production statuses, checking your emails,
Ring Central texts and voicemails, shipping sections, artwork approvals, and more.  You will be trained accordingly via
Trainual or on the job/in person training and you are expected to adhere to these procedures and ask questions if you
do not fully understand.

*Trainual is a cloud-based learning management system. The solution serves various industry verticals and allows
organizations to automate training and onboarding process. It helps in organizing training modules in a centralized
system.
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SECTION 6: MEETINGS & TRAINING

VI-A DAILY HUDDLE
VI-A  DAILY HUDDLE

Everyday at 8:45am, we will meet around the big white table in the press room to discuss the day’s events including
rush jobs, anything that must go out that day and general housekeeping. This is a mandatory meeting, if you are
scheduled to work, you must be at this meeting! 
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VI-B MONTHLY TRAININGS/MEETINGS
VI-B  MONTHLY TRAININGS/MEETINGS

Each month we will try to offer new or updated training on some aspect of American Tees.  This may involve single
departments, up to the entire staff. These will be scheduled a week in advance and those who are required to attend
will be notified in their schedule for the week on When I Work.   

These will be mandatory meetings, if you are scheduled to work, you must be at this meeting!
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CLOSING

CLOSING
Thank you for reading your handbook in detail. Let your supervisor or the owners know if you have any questions.  

Your work is valued at American Tees as you personally are an asset to us and to our customers.  Always remember as
you are completing a job….Would I buy this?  When we ask this we don’t necessarily mean you actually like the design or
the content of the job, but does it look good, are you happy to have your name on it, are you happy to say you helped to
produce a good quality product, did our TEAM do a good job from beginning to the finished product?

May you find your job here to be rewarding and personally fulfilling.
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